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Happy February, Chapter Mates—
I loved Sally Felt’s presentation at the January meeting. Thank
you, Sally, for the topic, and thank you, Nikki, for scheduling
her. What I learned is that what I’ve been doing in private—a
short series of stretches/exercises each time I use the restroom,
especially the cross-body toe touches—provides the added
benefit of opening up the connection between right brain and left
brain and allowing the writing to really flow. I thought I was just
stretching and getting my muscles moving and my blood flowing
since I sit at a desk all day. Who knew?? Well, obviously, Sally
did, and now, I do too.
Even more incentive to keep doing it.
So now what? I’ve been trying to write this
column/letter/whatever for a week now. And I might have gotten
it done, only we had major catastrophe with one of our clients
and I have worked pretty much five days straight at this point
(with a break to visit the chapter’s bank to change bank signers
and a quick lunch with those ladies). In addition I’ve had to deal
with a child who’s failing French (and possibly other subjects)
because he’s so worried about a) how to spend more time with
his girlfriend or
Continued on page….13

	
  	
  	
  
	
  	
  	
  
	
  

Board of Directors:
Officers
January 21, 2012
Jen FitzGerald
BUSINESS MEETING MINUTES
President

CALL TO ORDER:
A regular meeting for the North Texas Romance Writers of America
(NTRWA) was held on Saturday, January 21, 2012 at the La Hacienda
Restaurant in Colleyville, Texas. The President and Secretary were present.
The meeting was called to order at 10:35 A.M. The December minutes were
approved as corrected.
OFFICER REPORTS:
President: Jen FitzGerald reported:
- Thank you to the 2011 Board of Directors and a gift to the 2011
President Marsha West.
- Introduction of the 2012 Board of Directors and Committee Chairs.
- Michelle Welsh needs volunteers to help with the 30th Anniversary
plans.
Treasurer: Angi Platt reported:
- The treasurer’s report will be filed for audit.
Membership: Jamie Webb reported:
- Deadline is January 31 for renewing membership.
- There are ninety members of NTRWA.
- There were four visitors:
Communications Director: Heather Long reported:
- Newsletter deadline is the 28th of the month.
- Articles needed. Please include publication permission slip. Anyone
who submits article receives an extra chance at the raffle drawing.
Program Director: Nikki Duncan reported:
- The schedule for NTRWA 2012 calendar was reviewed as follows:
o February 18 - Louisa Edwards "All the things you never
wanted to ask an editor, you can now ask a former editor.”
o March 17 - "Pitch Perfect" workshop
o March 30 - April 1 - North Texas Two Step Conference
o April 21 - NT's Renee Jones, certified hypnotist,
o May 19 - Annual Round Table Critique (Members Only
Participation, Visitors Welcome)
o June, July, August – to be announced
o September 15 - Sue Grimshaw
o October 20 - Sherry Thomas
o November - NT member-only retreat
o December 8 - Holiday Party
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Angi Platt
th
30 Anniversary

February 2012
-

Reported as Two-Step Conference Committee Chair that conference has website at
http://txtwostepconference.wordpress.com/
All info available there.

COMMITTEE COORDINATOR REPORTS:
Hospitality Chair: Marty Tidwell reported:
- Raffle tickets to win prizes are available for purchase at the NTRWA monthly
meetings.
Writing Incentives chair: Chrissy Szarek reported:
- Treasure Chest is new writing incentive program for rejected, sold, and requested
manuscripts.
- The three who write the most pages each month and the three who edit the most
pages each month will add their names to quarterly drawing for a $5 gift card of their choice.
PRO Liaison: Carolyn Williamson reported:
- To become a PRO you must submit a manuscript to an agent or editor.
- Began blurb writing session in online PRO Loop
PAN Liaison: Roni Griffin reported:
- A new recognition program for published authors involving pencils of different
lengths for manuscripts of different lengths. All pencils placed in boot and presented
to authors at end of year. Runs December through October.
Audio Library: In the absence of D’Ann Burrow, Jen FitzGerald reported:
- Discs are available for borrowing.
- Board decided not to buy RWA Conference discs for chapter beginning this year.
Contest Chair: In the absence of Wendy Watson, Angi Platt reported:
- Great Expectations totaled 148 entries, down by 100 from last year.
- On schedule for judging and announcing.
Spotlight Chair: Dawn Alexander reported:
- No Spotlight today.
- Will appreciate ideas about who to spotlight in future.
NEW BUSINESS:
-

Kim Quinton moved, and it was seconded, that the 2012 budget be accepted as
presented. The motion passed.
Jen FitzGerald reminded the members that two more regular (non-board members)
are needed for Audit Committee.

The business meeting adjourned at 11:34 a.m.
Submitted by Nancy Connally
Date Approved: ___________
Date Corrected: ____________
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Welcome to the North Texas Two Step Conference
We’d like to invite you to join us in Irving, Texas March 30 - April 1st for jam packed conference of craft
and business workshops, panels, agent and editor pitches and much more…
The conference will kick off Friday evening with a book signing where we'll auction off Saturday lunches
with our editors, agents and features speakers. A percentage of book sale proceeds will go to benefit
Children’s Literacy.
NTRWA presents special guests:
Bestselling Author Mari Mancusi

Mari Mancusi used to wish she could become a vampire back in high
school, but she ended up in another blood sucking
professionï¿½journalismï¿½instead. Today she works as a freelance TV
producer and author of books for teens and adults. When not writing about
creatures of the night, Mari enjoys traveling, cooking, goth clubbing,
watching cheesy horror movies, and her favorite guilty
pleasureï¿½videogames. A graduate of Boston University and a two time
Emmy Award winner, she lives in Austin, Texas with her husband Jacob
and their dog Mesquite.
Social Media Pro Kristen Lamb

Kristen takes her years of experience in sales & promotion and merges it with almost a
decade as a writer to create a program designed to help authors construct a platform in
the new paradigm of publishing. Kristen has guided writers of all levels, from
unpublished green peas to NY Times best-selling big fish, how to use social media to
create a solid platform and brand. Most importantly, Kristen helps authors of all levels
connect to their READERS and then maintain a relationship that grows into a longterm fan base.
Editors:
Lindsey Faber from Samhain Publishing
Agents:
Sara Megibow from Nelson Lit. Agency
Louise Fury from L. Perkins Agency
We are still accepting donations of raffle baskets and raffle basket items, so feel free to pass the word along!
CONFERENCE REGISTRATION FEES
(Early Bird Registration Ended December 31, 2011)
$150 General Registration
$200 Registration at the door if there is room.
Visit the North Texas Two Step conference page via the website for more information
(http://ntrwa.org/texastwostepconference.aspx) or contact conference coordinator Nikki Duncan
(programs@ntrwa.org). See Page 15 for registration form.
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Top Five Mistakes Writers Make at Conferences
By Roni Loren

Admission: I'm a bit of a conference junkie. I think part of it is that I've always loved learning. I have nerd
DNA that can't be escaped. But the other part is that I have so much fun being around other writers. It's like
finding your home planet after feeling like you were the only weird one all these years. So for the past few
years, I've attended about three conferences each year. And over those years, I've started to notice some
patterns and mistakes that some writers make--especially when they are conference virgins.
So I thought I'd put together a list of the pitfalls to avoid...
1. Attending only "industry/career" workshops vs. craft workshops.
This is probably the number one mistake I've seen newbie conference-goers
make (because I, of course, have never made this mistake. *cough*) We go
to a conference and there are all these agents and editors that we stalk follow
on the internet. And OMG, they are going to be on a panel and tell us all the
things they want to see in a query and all the super secret insider stuff to get
published. Must. Go. Right?
Well, yes, these are often helpful. And believe me, those workshops run out
of seats immediately. Meanwhile, there's an awesome NYT author in Room
B giving a course on deepening characterization or something and it's halfempty.
Hear this: If you aren't actively honing your craft, the "how to query", "what are the current
trends", "are you still accepting vampire novels" panels are only going to get you so far. The
writing needs to come first. So balance your schedule. Pick a few industry type classes, but make
sure at least half of the rest of the workshops you attend can make you a better writer. This should
be your goal. Look around in those classes, who's sitting in them? Published authors.
2. Focusing too much on the big pitch session with the agent or editor.
Getting a chance to pitch is often the initial draw for a person to attend a conference. Screw the slushpile,
you get to sit and babble like a drunken monkey in front of a real live agent/editor! I have never done this,
as I've accepted I'm better on paper than in person.
But here's the thing--yes, pitching can be a great opportunity, but really, it's only glorified querying. Most
agents will ask for a partial (unless the genre is totally off or something) so you may get a chance to get
more pages in front of them. BUT it's still about the writing. SO, don't waste your whole conference
stressing and focusing on the pitch and go to your workshops in a haze. You're there to learn and network
first. Pitching second.
*This also goes for agent-stalking in the elevators and bars. Don't spend all your time trying to
corner your favorite agent to elevator pitch them and become BFFs. I'm sure by the end of the
conference agents and editors feel like gazelle in the middle of a lion pride. Their eyes are shifting
left and right looking for the next writer to pounce. Don't be one of those lions.
3. Getting caught up in the "FREE STUFF!"
This is more an issue at the national conferences. For instance, at RWA Nationals, each publisher does a
book signing where you literally go pick up books for free. Now, offering writers free books is like putting
out a donut buffet at a Weight Watchers meeting. We're drawn to it, our eyes glazed over, mumbling
“boooooks, booooookkksss.”
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But control yourself. Those lines for those signings were LONG. It often meant you missed two workshops
while you waited in line. So you are losing out on learning opportunities to get a few paperbacks. This is
NOT why you paid hundreds of dollars to attend.
And you get other free books anyway. I didn't attend any of those signings the first year (though last year I
caved) and I still came home with 40 free books. Seriously. So only spend that time in line if there aren't
workshops you're interested in during that time slot.
4. Keeping to yourself or only socializing with your little group of friends.
The vast majority of writers are introverts. And when we go to a conference (especially our first
conference) we have the urge to keep our heads down and stay focused on the task at hand. This can be
even more the case when you're pre-published and still wrestling with your own feelings about calling
yourself a writer out loud. But a big part of the benefit of a conference is the networking aspect. People are
SUPER friendly. And you're all writers, so you automatically have something in common. For you shy
people (like me), force yourself to turn to the person next to you in a workshop or at lunch and ask "So
what do you write?" You'll be amazed how easy the conversation is and how you can meet some really
great new friends.
5. Not going to conferences at all.
This is the biggest mistake of all. Yes, sometimes it's a location or finance issue. That's understandable. But
if you have the means to get to a conference--there are fabulous local ones all over the place--then go!
Online conferences are great, but there's something about being present in a room with others who are
doing the same as you. It's awesome. I've learned so much at conferences, have met great people, and I
never fail to leave them feeling re-energized about my writing. So put yourself out there.
Roni wrote her first romance novel at age fifteen when she discovered writing about boys was way easier than actually talking to
them. Since then, her flirting skills haven’t improved, but she likes to think her storytelling ability has. Her debut erotic romance,
CRASH INTO YOU, is now available from Berkley Heat. www.roniloren.com	
  .
	
  	
  	
  

How to Squeeze More Writing Into Your Day:
A Method for Plotters and Pantsers	
  	
  	
  
By Lynn Johnston
The following article first appeared in the October - December 2011 issue of Out of This World, the newsletter of the Fantasy,
Futuristic, and Paranormal Chapter.

You've probably heard other writers talk about how they eked out writing time when they were first starting
out: the new mom who wrote during her baby's fifteen minute naps, the engineer who skipped coffee and
cigarette breaks for the sake of getting a few more paragraphs written, the nurse who wrote an entire novel
while waiting for the bus. Jane Austen is said to have written a sentence or two at a time as she paused
between carrying out her other responsibilities.
It sounds like such a great idea, doesn't it? Find all those little dead spaces in your schedule and use them
to get more writing done.
That's exactly what I thought the first time I heard one of those stories. I immediately booted up my
computer, set the microwave timer to fifteen minutes, and…nothing.
I sat there for the entire fifteen minutes without adding a single word to my novel.
It wasn't that I got distracted and started surfing the web or had a sudden, urgent need to reorganize my
desk. Even though I had a plot outline, I simply didn't know what to write next.
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'Maybe I'm the kind of writer that needs big blocks of time to write,' I concluded. 'Maybe I need more
warm-up time than other writers.'
But in spite of that first failure, I still loved the idea of being able to
turn all that wasted time into writing time. Again and again I
attempted the fifteen-minute writing exercise, and each time failed
miserably.
Until a clever friend made a suggestion. "You're a plotter," she
pointed out. "Maybe you need more structure to write in short
bursts."
Eureka! I discovered that I could start writing immediately if I gave
myself very specific parameters. I decided I would spend ten
minutes writing the part of the scene where the bus explodes.
During the next ten minute session, I wrote my protagonist's reaction
to the bus explosion.
In the next one, I wrote the part where the dazed bus driver tries to stop my protagonist from fleeing before
the police arrived.
In other words, I broke the scene into beats (meaningful units of action) and focused on writing one beat at
a time.
Writing like this in bursts throughout the day not only gave me an opportunity to make a bit of progress
during my otherwise less-than-exciting workday, it also kept me in touch with my character's world during
the day.
In the evenings, when I did have a big block of time to write, I was eager to write more because I'd been
thinking about my characters all day, and I didn't need a half hour to get back into my heroine's point of
view. Once I trained myself to focus on a single beat of action rather than the whole scene, I find I could
start writing within a couple minutes of opening my draft.
Another advantage of writing like this is that I no longer waste as much time getting stuck in the middle of
a scene. I might not know everything that has to happen in a scene, but I can figure out the key events that
have to happen at this point of the story, and I can write those in short bursts. Then later, I can go back and
stitch those key events together by adding transitions and filling in the holes.
You don't need a plot outline to do this, either. (Remember, my plot outline didn't help me at all when it
came to writing a few minutes at a time.) As long as you can figure out what the next beat in the story
should be, you can set a timer and just write that beat of action.
I'm not suggesting that you stop setting aside big blocks of time to write. There's nothing like the high that
comes from having written an entire chapter and knowing that you've gotten significantly closer to
finishing the story. Short bursts of timed writing are a way to boost your productivity outside of your
regularly scheduled writing sessions.
Sometimes I use the timer technique even when I do have a big block of time, because it helps me build
momentum. I make a list of all the beats in a scene, and then I go down the list, setting a timer for each
one. As my momentum builds, the scene will take shape in my mind, and eventually I'll realize that the
timer went off forty minutes ago and I was so engrossed in writing that I didn't notice.
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Focusing on one beat at a time can help you get more done during longer writing sessions as well.
Don't write in beats? Do you think better in layers? No problem. Set your timer for fifteen minutes and
write just the dialogue for a scene. Next time you have a fifteen-minute block, add in all the physical
action. Third fifteen-minute block, add interior monologue. Fourth block, add setting descriptions. Fifth
block, add body language. Keep layering scene elements in until the scene is fully fleshed out.
Again, take a moment before each writing session to identify specific parameters. Before you write the
dialogue layer, ask yourself: "What is the main topic the characters will discuss?" Before writing the
physical action layer, ask yourself: "What will the characters be doing while they have this conversation?"
Before writing the setting layer, ask yourself, "Where are the characters and what objects will they interact
with?"
Writing like this probably won't feel natural to you
immediately. It took me about three weeks of training
myself to write by focusing on single beats of action, and
for most of those three weeks I wondered if I was wasting
my time. Like any new writing method, this takes practice
to master.
Set aside a fifteen minute block every day, separate from
your usual writing time, and if it helps take the pressure off,
work on something other than your work-in-progress.
Remind yourself that this is merely a new technique that
you're learning. Don't expect your first attempt to yield 500 words of pure gold—look at this as a training
exercise that will increase your productivity over the next few months.
But I don't want to write in short bursts, you say. I'll just be
getting warmed up when the timer goes off, and when I hear that beep, I'll feel frustrated.
That will happen. Let me suggest that it isn't a bad thing.
What's being frustrated here? Your desire to write. When you feel that little surge of frustration because
you want to write more, recognize that what you're feeling is your creative drive.
Embrace that drive! It's the source of motivation. You know, that thing that keeps you from
procrastinating? A couple of ten minute writing sessions during the day can keep your motivation stoked,
so that by the time you're finished with dinner, you're chomping at the bit to write the scene that you started
on your lunch break.
When you feel that eagerness to keep writing, promise yourself that you're going to sit down and write
more that evening (or whenever your next writing session falls), and keep that promise, even if all you can
manage is another fifteen minutes before bed.
The more you practice, the easier it gets to write in short bursts.
You'll train your brain to enter the flow state more quickly and easily—so you waste less time getting into
the story even when you've got a large block of time to write. Even better, you'll start looking forward to
those fifteen-minute breaks in your day because the next two or three paragraphs are practically boiling
over in your brain and you can't wait to get them down.
Lynn Johnston blogs about how to take control of your life 10 minutes at a time using the kaizen approach:
http://www.smallstepstobigchange.com
Each week, readers of her blog receive a small, simple step they can use to improve some area of their lives.
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She's also the author of several books on the kaizen approach, including The Kaizen Plan for Organized Authors: Take
Control of Your Writing Career 10 Minutes at a Time (Open Clearing Press, October 2011).
Connect with Lynn: Facebook
(http://www.facebook.com/pages/The-Kaizen-Plan-Take-Control-of-Your-Life-10-Minutes-at-aTime/128938320505399),
Twitter (http://twitter.com/#!/TheKaizenPlan)

Goals, Making It Happen for You
By Heather Long
When it comes to a new year, you should always take the time to look at your big picture goals for that
year. What things do you want to say about your year at the end of it? Will this be the year you say, “Hey I
finally submitted?” Or even better, “I got a contract!” “I made my first sale!” or my personal favorite, “I
typed the end.”
While I don’t believe in resolutions, I do believe in creating a plan. The first step to planning is the goal of
that plan. What do you want to achieve? If you can’t identify what the ‘endgame’ is, it’s terrifically hard
to write a ‘game plan.’ I jokingly said a few years ago that my three major goals in life when I was 18 were
to have a daughter, to earn my bachelor’s degree and to publish a novel. I’d accomplished all of these
goals in 2009 when I published my first novel and completed the last credits I needed toward my bachelor’s
degree. I’d had a daughter nine years before and in the heat of that accomplishment, flooded with all the
positive endorphins I could imagine, I found myself hesitating.
Now what?
What Happens Next
Achieving a goal is a great deal like starting a new year. You’ve done it, but are you done? Of course not.
We’re never done. We’re just on to the next goal, the next project, the next dream. Maybe that dream is
publishing ten books, watching my daughter graduate high school and finishing a master’s degree. Or
maybe it’s daring myself to do something I’ve never done before or to overcome a fear. By identifying
those goals, we can start working toward them.
On February 12, my thesis will be submitted for my MBA. An MBA thesis is a little different from a
standard thesis because it’s a business plan, a strategic implementation formula that relies on researching
everything you’ve done (in this case I am writing about authors), where you want to go, what advantages
you have, what obstacles must be overcome and what benchmarks you will use to measure success.
I’ve learned as I’ve been working on this that I have a lot to learn about this business, but that I already
know much more than I think I do. What I learned is that every business plan, every strategy, requires a
goal, but I already knew that. Right? Of course, I did. But what I didn’t realize is that goals help you
define not only how you’re going to get there, but how you measure that achievement.
The more specific your goal, the more specific your plan can become.
Making It Happen For You
As writers, we know that words are important. But do you know that how you phrase your goal, how you
word it, is as important to your success as the goal itself? If your goal is to write a book, that’s absolutely
achievable. But what if you said your goal was to, “write a strong novel with a capable heroine and a sexy
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hero that appeals to a wide audience?” You’re still setting your goal to write a book, but now you know
exactly what kind of book you want to write.
Making it happen for yourself is something only you can do. You can go to conferences, you can read
newsletters, you can devour popular novels and you can take that dive off the edge, but the only one who is
in charge of your success is you.
Make a goal. Make a plan. Make it happen.
Heather Long is a full time writer, mother, friend and student. She can often be found at 4 a.m. hiding in her garage with a cup of
coffee and a new story idea unfolding on her laptop. You can keep up with her via her website at http://www.heatherlong.net.

	
  

Making It Happen in 2012
“My husband and I sat down at the beginning of December and evaluated our finances, and we set up a
plan for being out of debt in three years or so. *fingers crossed* Personally/writing-wise, my goal is to
take at least one online class a quarter (I’ve already marked about a half dozen I’m interested in.) and then
actually finish and submit a manuscript or two and (FINALLY) become
PRO.” - Jen FitzGerald, President
“NTRWA-wise, one of the reasons I volunteered to be secretary this year was
to achieve a goal of attending all the meetings -- good lord willing, the creek
don't rise and the hill don't ice :-) Writing-wise, I have several goals: finish
my third historical western romance, final edit my first and second historical
western romances, and write a novella-length comedic historical western
romance I came up with this past summer. A long-range goal is to be a
published author by the time RWA meets in San Antonio in 2014.” - Nancy
Connolly, Secretary
“Write. Edit. Promote. Repeat. Simple, constant motion moving forward towards a career.” - Angi
Morgan, Treasurer
“My personal goal is to write for at least an hour every night after work and try to complete a book in less
than a year. (I'd like to have something to pitch in March!) As for a goal regarding NT, I want to be a
positive and supportive member of our fantastic organization.” - Michelle Welsh, President-Elect
“I vow to make 2012 a year filled with things I love. Friends. Family. Books. - Nikki Duncan, Program
Director
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Heather Long - 632 pages

Barb Han – 965 pages

Angi Platt - 136 pages

Heather Long - 550 pages

Jerri Alexander & Dawn

Jerri Alexander - 525 pages

Alexander - 50 pages

Carolyn Williamson - 355

Barb Han - 45 pages
Marsha West - 40 pages
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Ten Twitter Tips for Writers with No Time to Spare
By Julie Rowe
The following article appeared in the January edition of the Writer’s Saddle, the newsletter of the Calgary (CaRWA) chapter.

Twitter is a great social media tool. Its 140-character limit for tweets (messages) means it's quick and since
others can retweet (repost) your tweets, the possible audience for those tweets can be huge.
Sounds like a win-win right?
Twitter can also suck you in and suck all the time
out of your day. Here are some tips to help you use
Twitter efficiently and effectively.
1. Pick a Twitter handle (screen name) so people
can find you. Use your pen name, if it’s taken adds
an underscore between your first and last name, or
add the word `author' or `writer’ after your name.
Don't make people work to find you.
2. Put something in your description that makes it clear you’re you.
3. Follow the people you want to follow you, including:
a. Publishing professionals (put `editor' or `agent’ in the search engine).
b. Reviewers.
c. Readers (lots of avid readers put the word `reader' in their description).
d. Interesting folks (I follow National Geographic, The Economist and NASA's official tweet
streams and often retweet their tweets).
4. Retweet other people's tweets. I make a note of who retweets me and retweet their tweets.
5. Thank people who retweet and mention you with a thank you tweet.
6. If you start a tweet with someone's Twitter handle, put a period in front of it. If you don't Twitter will
assume this is a direct tweet to them and it will only show up in the tweet stream of everyone who follows
BOTH of you.
7. Use hashtags whenever you can. What's a hashtag? It's a topic label that you can use to follow a
conversation on twitter. Put the hashtag into the search engine and all tweets with that hashtag pop up in
order. Popular writing hashtags and their definitions:
a. #FF = Follow Friday ˆ suggest people to follow to your followers.
b. #WW = Writer Wednesday ˆ suggest writers to follow to your followers.
c. #TT = Thankful Thursday ˆ thank your writing followers publicly.
d. #writing, #amwriting = Tweeting about your current work in progress.
e. #editing, amediting = Tweeting about your editing journey.
f. #pubtip = Tips about the publishing industry.
g. #editreport = Editors share instructional bits from edit reports.
8. To resist the temptation to check Twitter constantly, schedule your tweets with an outside service like
TweetDeck or HootSuite. These websites allow you to schedule tweets days, weeks and even months in
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advance. You can also use them to follow multiple tweet streams (specific lists of people and their
tweets).
9. Use bit.ly or another link shortening site to make your active links to websites shorter.
10. Tweet about your book(s), but don't just post a plea for people to buy with a link, make your tweets
interesting and relevant. Post tweets that are unique to your book and that catch people’s attention. For
example, my debut romance ICEBOUND set in Antarctica came out on Nov 14, 2011.
For a month prior to the release date I posted 3 tweets a day with either interesting trivia about Antarctica
or Antarctic slang with my book title and a pre-order link. Now that the book is out I continue to post trivia
and slang 3 times a day with an active buy link. Here are a couple of examples:
a. Due to low humidity, high winds & lack of water fire is the biggest danger in Antarctica
ICEBOUND 11/14/11 @carinapress
b. Antarctic Slang: Boomerang - flight to Antarctica that turns back before it arrives, bad weather
ICEBOUND @carinapress

Why You Should Go PRO
By PRO Liaison Carolyn Williamson

The top ten reasons why you need to join 2,000 other RWA members and go PRO:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

It will encourage you to finish that novel you’ve been working on.
You will feel proud because you have really written a whole novel.
You will find others undergoing the same struggles as you who understand
what it’s like.
It will force you to send out your “baby” to make it on its own.
You will get to join the PRO loop and get information from other PROs who
have dealt with agents you might like to contact.
You can get information on the PRO loop about editors and publishing houses
from authors who have sold to publishers but haven’t yet made the $1,000
profit in sales to be eligible for PAN.
Instead of a rejection, you might even get a request for more from an editor or
agent.
For the national conference you have a week or more head start over nonPROs for choosing editor and agent appointments.
If your name tag says PRO, editors and agents can see you are a serious writer
who can finish a novel.
You are closer to selling than if you hadn’t become a PRO.

For an application form, see Carolyn Williamson at a meeting or go to the RWA website and download
one. You must send it with your finished novel to RWA headquarters along with proof that you have
submitted it to an editor or an agent.
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A Woman On the Edge
Cassie Belle is about to break the story of the century. But one well-placed bomb devastates her
plans and leaves her on the run and in a fight for her life and her heart. Caught between wild allure
and primal need, Cassie is torn by the desire to submit to both of them.
Two Enemies With A Mission
Sexy Fae lord Helcyon needs to protect her, but his pleasure leaves her quaking at the loss of
control. Dangerous Wizard Jacob Book wants to save her, but his war with the Fae frightens her
even as he captivates her with passion.
With her enemies closing in, Jacob and Helcyon must challenge everything they know and work
together or risk losing her.
On the run and battling a deadline, Jacob and Helcyon must overcome their feud to fight for a
future with Cassie. 	
  
	
  	
  	
  

	
  	
  	
  
	
  	
  	
  

	
  

…continued from page 1

b)	
  how	
  to	
  complete/beat	
  the	
  next	
  level	
  of	
  whatever	
  Xbox	
  game	
  he’s	
  playing.	
  That’s	
  
over.	
  Let	
  me	
  assure	
  you.	
  I	
  am	
  on	
  him	
  now	
  like	
  white	
  on	
  rice.	
  	
  	
  
	
  	
  	
  
And	
  while	
  mentally	
  and	
  emotionally,	
  I’m	
  pretty	
  well	
  spent,	
  physically	
  I’m	
  doing	
  
okay.	
  I	
  get	
  my	
  sleep	
  and	
  my	
  exercise	
  without	
  (much)	
  fail	
  and	
  I’ve	
  been	
  eating	
  well	
  
even	
  in	
  the	
  midst	
  of	
  chaos.	
  	
  	
  
	
  
No	
  matter	
  what’s	
  going	
  on	
  in	
  your	
  life,	
  take	
  care	
  of	
  yourself	
  and	
  you	
  can	
  get	
  through	
  
it.	
  One	
  day	
  at	
  a	
  time,	
  one	
  issue	
  at	
  a	
  time.	
  Hope	
  to	
  see	
  you	
  on	
  the	
  18th.
Sincerely,

Jen
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Fun with Haiku
During Sally Felt’s fantastic January presentation, she engaged us in several exercises,
not the least of which was the Haiku. That’s right, the Haiku. Imagine, if you will,
you’re having trouble writing a synopsis. How do you take that 80,000 word novel and
distill it down to the key events? Worse, how can you make it an elevator pitch? Sally
reminded us that just because we sweat these things, doesn’t mean we can’t still have fun
with it. The exercise involved James Cameron’s film Titanic. Can you sum up the plot
in five syllables, seven syllables, five syllables? Check out what your fellow NT
members wrote.
Poor boy meets rich girl
Sex in the car on the boat
Necklace goes overboard

A new love at sea
Defy parents and bad guy
Pretty jewels death

-Dawn Alexander
Jamie Wesley
Gerry Wilson

-Kim Quinton

Classes	
  clash	
  at	
  sea	
   	
  
	
  
Love	
  crosses	
  the	
  barriers	
  
	
  
Ship	
  sinks,	
  but	
  love	
  lasts	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
-Anon	
   	
  
	
  
	
  
A	
  ship	
  sinks	
  with	
  many	
  
	
  
They	
  fell	
  in	
  love	
  and	
  he	
  freezes	
  
He	
  lives	
  on	
  through	
  her	
  
	
  
	
  
-Debbie	
  C.	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
There	
  was	
  a	
  big	
  ship	
   	
  
	
  
A	
  dreamy	
  guy	
  &	
  a	
  girl	
  
	
  
Ship	
  dies,	
  love	
  survives	
  
	
  
	
  
-‐Sandra	
  Thomas	
   	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

Both sail to fortune
Dare to dance on tilting deck	
  
Icy sacrifice	
  
	
  
-Sabine Watts	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

New	
  love	
  at	
  first	
  sight	
  
Sex	
  in	
  a	
  car,	
  iceberg	
  hits	
  
Ship	
  sinks,	
  all	
  perish	
  
	
  
-‐Anon	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  

Big	
  boat	
  and	
  sad	
  girl	
  
Handsome	
  hero	
  saves	
  her	
  life	
  
Heartache	
  in	
  the	
  sea	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

-‐Anon	
  

In honor of the Modern Titanic

	
  
They	
  all	
  eat	
  supper	
  
While	
  captain	
  dines	
  with	
  hooker	
  
Ship	
  sinks	
  -	
  what	
  a	
  schmuck	
  
-Cindy	
  Dees	
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Three For Three With Louisa
Edwards
By Heather Long
I’ve had the great good fortune to sit and chat with Louisa many
times over the last couple of years. Besides being fun and
funny, she’s wildly supportive of other writers, offers insightful
advice and plays a mean round of Words with Friends. In
anticipation of her February workshop, I reached out to Louisa
for a three on three Q&A.
Q: Do you know any hot pastry chefs or better yet, do you
know any chefs that do what you dream up for them in your
books?
A: I do know a hot pastry chef--in fact, she's married to a hot
chef friend of mine! They've both been a huge help to me in
terms of research...and in terms of inspiration, because they've got a great, romantic, passionate relationship
in real life. As much as chefs in general have a hard-partying, bad-boy reputation, I know more than a few
who are making it work with the smart, career-driven women of their dreams, so in my books, I let art
imitate life!
Q: When it came to picking your subject matter, what was it about the food that attracted you to
writing them into your novels?
A: Food and romance have always seemed like a perfect pairing to me. My first date with the man who
would become my husband was at a French restaurant fancier than any I'd ever been to before; we ate crazy
things and shared what we'd ordered, and basically fell in love over a dessert of wine-poached peaches with
mint and honey. For our first holiday together, we hosted a New Year's Eve cocktail party and cooked more
than a dozen different appetizers to serve our friends. Even now, years later, my idea of a perfect romantic
evening is to cook together. Food can be very sensual--taste is one of the fives senses, after all! And even
though it's one of the most powerful in terms of creating a mood or recalling a memory, it's one that is often
ignored in romance fiction. I thought, why not put it front and center?
Q: If you could go back ten years and give yourself one piece of advice, what would it be?
A: Gosh, that's a tough one. Ten years ago, I was a year into my first job after college, as an editorial
assistant at a publishing house. I worked there for about five years, and I wouldn't change a moment of it-but I also don't regret leaving to get married and start writing books of my own! That first year after leaving
the office job, though...that was a little rough. We were in a brand new town, my brand new husband had
just started a brand new job, and I felt more than a little isolated.
Everything turned around for me once I joined RWA, found a group of like-minded writers, and made
some wonderful friends. So that's my best piece of advice--don't let the solitary writing life keep you
isolated. Get out there and find a group of talented, trustworthy women to laugh, cry, drink, party, work,
brainstorm, and whine with. Those women are your Vault. Husbands are great, and I'm lucky enough to be
married to the most supportive man on the planet--but there is no substitute for The Vault. No matter what
ups and downs you go through in this business, these women will talk it all through with you--which, I
promise, is a thousand times better than if you take to the internet to blog or tweet about whatever it is.
Keep it in The Vault!
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Join Us February 18, 2012 for Louisa Edwards
Louisa Edwards grew up in Virginia before moving to Manhattan to work with some of
the biggest names in romance publishing. She also worked as a restaurant reviewer for a
small-town newspaper, a waitress at a retirement home, and behind the counter at an
organic bakery before she decided to unite her lifelong passions for romance novels and
cooking by writing contemporary romances full of smokin’ hot chefs, smart and
independent women, and original recipes.
Speaking of hot, she currently lives in Austin with her husband and two of the naughtiest
Border Terriers ever spawned. You can connect with Louisa via:
• Facebook- http://www.facebook.com/LouisaEdwardsFanPage
• Twitter http://twitter.com/#!/@LouisaEdwards
Louisa will be with us to present Everything I Need to Know About Being an Author, I
Learned as an Editor. This is a craft and business workshop intended to address the
lessons I learned during my five years working with some of the biggest names in
romance publishing. I’ll explain the top reasons an editor decides to accept or reject a
book, and what writers can do to make their work stand out from the crowd. The second
half of the workshop will be a frank, non-judgmental Q&A session, where members will
have the chance to ask the question they always wished they could ask an editor—
without worrying about looking silly.

Barnes & Nobles Blocks Amazon
By Heather Long
Amazon announced their New York publishing initiative last year making many in the publishing world
nervous. But as with any new venture, publishers adopted a wait and see attitude. With the final shuttering
of Border’s, Amazon’s popularity on the rise, the strength of self-publishing which is continuing to expand
and Amazon’s continued bold inroads, Barnes & Noble isn’t waiting anymore.
On January 31st, Publisher’s Weekly (http://www.publishersweekly.com/pw/by-topic/industrynews/bookselling/article/50444-b-n-will-not-stock-titles-published-by-amazon-.html) reported: “Amazon
announced a licensing deal with Houghton Mifflin Harcourt through which HMH will publish and
distribute Amazon Publishing titles from the company's New York division under the New Harvest imprint.
Tuesday afternoon, however, B&N issued a statement saying it had decided not to carry Amazon books.
B&N said its decision "is based on Amazon’s continued push for exclusivity with publishers, agents and
the authors they represent."
B&N’s pushback may shoot them in the foot, particularly if they lose revenues on any potential best sellers.
The debate raged across many websites, Twitter and Facebook, but the actual impact of the decision
remains to be seen. Amazon’s KDP program asks authors to list with them exclusively for e-titles.
PW also reported that Independent bookstores reactions to the announcement were mixed, some said they
wouldn’t carry the books, while others said they would if they got good terms. But in a world where
publishing is changing everyday and access for readers (re:buyers) is growing more limited, Amazon and
Barnes & Noble are likely going to be slugging it out for a while.
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Conference Registration Form
Please e-mail this completed form to
Nikki Duncan, North Texas Two Step Conference Coordinator at nikki@nikkiduncan.com.
Name:
Address:
Phone (home or cell):
Are you published?

E-Mail Address:
Yes

No

Do you have a book(s) in print?

Do you plan to stay at the hotel?

Yes

Please mark your organization(s):

NTRWA DARA

Yes

No

No
Yellow Rose RWA Other

If you want an editor/agent appointment please circle your Editor/Agent of preference:
Sara Megibow

Louise Fury

NY Editor TBA

Lindsey Faber, Samhain

Where did you hear about the North Texas Two Step Conference?
Payment Information:
If paying by check, please send checks to:
NTRWA
c/o Angi Morgan, NTRWA Treasurer
2100 W NW Hwy
Ste 114-1081
Grapevine, TX 76051-7808
If paying by Paypal, please send funds to treasurer@ntrwa.org.
Paypal Transaction ID:
E-Mail address used for transaction:
Registration is limited to 100 people. Costs are as follows:
NT, DARA & Yellow Rose Members: $105 until 12/31/11 and then $150
General Registration: $130 until 12/31/11 and then $150
Registration at the door if there’s room: $200
Payment Plans are available, but must be paid in full by February 28, 2012. Contact Angi at treasurer@ntrwa.org to
make arrangements.
NTRWA is not responsible for making hotel registrations. Room rates are $89 per night. Once your conference
registration has been processed, Nikki will contact you with the hotel information to make sure you receive the
discounted rate. If you do not hear from Nikki within a week of sending your registration, please follow up with her at
nikki@nikkiduncan.com.
Thank you for registering, and we look forward to seeing you March 30 – April 1!
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newsletter@ntrwa.org
NTRWA
2100 W. Northwest HWY
Suite 114-1081
Grapevine, TX 76051
NTRWA monthly meeting

NTRWA monthly meeting
Third Saturday of the month
Doors open @ 10 a.m.
La Hacienda Ranch
5250 Highway 121 South
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